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Executive Summary

What does “getting ready to go” look like for most people? It often means gathering a wallet, bag, phone and, last but not least, car keys. For many people, and for many trips, getting somewhere means driving. Driving is the default option because it is most often easier and cheaper than carpooling, transit, biking or any other alternative. This is especially true during the COVID-19 pandemic, in which many have opted to stop sharing space with others on transit or in shared rides.

The ease of driving has much to do with the fact that the Bay Area was built after the personal car became widespread in the mid-20th century. The vast array of streets, roads and parking lots, as well as the distance between neighborhoods and job centers, have accommodated and prioritized the personal car over transit, biking and walking.

This car-oriented landscape effectively subsidizes car travel over other modes. For example, roads and parking are expensive to build, but they are mostly free for drivers to use as much as they’d like, whenever they choose. While this kind of free access lets people work, play, run errands and more, each individual’s driving imposes serious costs on others. These costs come in the form of traffic and lost time, climate pollution and its resulting fires, floods and heat, and local air pollution and the heart and lung disease it brings, especially for the young, the elderly, people with low incomes and people of color. In other words, giving cars free priority means travel takes longer, our climate is less stable and the most vulnerable among us are sick more often.

City planners and policymakers have tried to address the negative impacts of car travel by either building more roads (to solve traffic) or by building infrastructure for more bikes, trains or buses (to encourage people to take these modes). And yet, traffic has not been solved and people still drive alone most of the time. An over-reliance on driving alone is not likely to change until driving is no longer the cheaper, faster or more convenient option. To help level the playing field between driving and other modes, drivers need to face the true costs of their trips. That is, the price of driving needs to reflect the costs it imposes on others.

Existing policies that have explicitly charged drivers more have mostly sought to solve congestion. For example, congestion charges in London and Stockholm make it more expensive to drive into their crowded central business districts. These policies have successfully discouraged car trips and improved air quality, lowered climate pollution and decreased travel times for buses and cars.1

While these benefits are also needed in the Bay Area, discussions of using pricing to solve the region’s transportation challenges bring up concerns about equity. In an already expensive region in which so many struggle to get by, would pricing be fair?

Answering this question requires looking at how pricing would financially affect different drivers, as well as a serious look at the fairness of the status quo. The truth is, our excessive reliance on driving alone creates inequities. Children growing up near freeways, who tend to be Black, Latinx or low-income, often have poor lung function for life due to emissions exposure.2 People with low incomes pay disproportionately more of the sales taxes that help fund roads, even though some of them can’t afford a car or drive less than those with higher incomes. Households with low incomes are more likely to overlap with areas prone to flooding from climate


change,\textsuperscript{3} which is fueled by everyone’s driving. Less driving would help lessen these inequities. In terms of affordability, pricing policies would need to identify and subsidize drivers with lower incomes.

As part of the SPUR Regional Strategy, this report helps envision a more equitable, sustainable and prosperous future for the Bay Area and recommends policies needed to get there. It complements other regional strategy reports that outline the roles of the public and private sectors in delivering alternatives to driving alone.\textsuperscript{4}

This report takes the position that over the next several decades, we as a society need to rethink what it is we pay for directly and what we expect for free. It imagines a future where the many indirect costs of driving are diminished and the streets are quieter, safer and filled with more pedestrians, bikes, transit and carpools. A future where climate change has been kept at bay and where the air is clean for all. In this future, people pay each time they drive and are rewarded with lower prices and incentives when they don’t. In addition, the way people pay for transportation would be different. With a single platform where travelers can pay for tolls, parking, transit, shared scooters and more, they’ll be able to more clearly see the cost of driving versus other modes, receive rewards and ultimately buy trips instead of cars.

The strategies and policies that will help bring this vision to fruition are listed below. Strategy 1 begins with how to address process equity — the degree to which different communities are included in policy decisions and design — as well as affordability. For the policies listed in Strategies 2 and 3 — parking and congestion charges respectively — there is some overlap in terms of the outcomes they may produce. For example, a package of parking policies and charges alongside incentives (Strategy 2) could help solve congestion (Strategy 3) in many places. On the other hand, all of these policies in Strategies 2 and 3 could work together to target different trips made by different people. Ultimately, policymakers will need to define measurable outcomes for the policies in Strategies 2 and 3 — for example, how uncongested specific areas should be — and track progress and adapt pricing policies to meet goals. Strategy 4 would replace the state gas tax with a road user charge. This would more fairly charge people for the driving they do, as well as create a more sustainable way to fund California’s transportation infrastructure. Strategy 5 highlights a novel way that pricing could help reach the region’s clean air goals. It also recommends a way policymakers could create a payment platform that could operate across all modes, scale incentives for not driving alone, help govern subsidies for drivers with low incomes and reduce the costs of administering key pricing policies.


Strategies and Recommendations to Create a Future that Values People Over Cars

STRATEGY 1
Prioritize Equity in Policy Design and Outcomes

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Dedicate staffing to ongoing equity outreach and other processes
2. Establish means-based subsidies or discounts for new pricing policies

STRATEGY 2
Encourage Alternatives to Driving Alone Through Pay-to-Park Charges, Incentives and Limiting the Oversupply of Parking

RECOMMENDATIONS
3. Prohibit monthly parking passes
4. Establish a regional transportation demand management (TDM) program
5. Require Bay Area employers to charge a daily minimum for the parking they provide
6. Limit parking supply through regulations and pricing
7. Price public parking to achieve minimum levels of availability most of the time

STRATEGY 3
Manage Congestion Through Parking Rates, Downtown Charges and Tolls

RECOMMENDATIONS
8. Establish discounts for off-peak parking
9. Implement congestion pricing in downtown San Francisco
10. Improve enforcement of occupancy and other rules in managed lanes
11. Adjust bridge tolls to manage congestion
12. Create strategies for all-lane tolling on critically congested highways with transit alternatives

STRATEGY 4
Establish Pay-As-You-Go Road User Charges

RECOMMENDATIONS
13. Pass statewide legislation to further study, pilot and phase in road user charges to replace the state gas tax

STRATEGY 5
Pioneer New Pricing Policies and an Interoperable Payment Platform

RECOMMENDATIONS
14. Link Spare the Air days to regional pricing policies
15. Create an interoperable payment platform that travelers can use across all modes
Introduction

Our Current Transportation Prices Value Cars Over People

Everyone has somewhere to go — a job, school, a friend or family member to see, a doctor’s appointment, an errand to run. How do they get there? In the Bay Area, most people drive, and most often alone. For many, getting to places and driving a car are synonymous and assumed. The streets and parking lots that stretch between homes, businesses and shopping centers reflect this. The COVID-19 pandemic has also reinforced driving alone as people distance themselves from others and seek control against invisible pathogens.

But driving alone is not the only option for getting around, and in fact, it is one that leaves us with long-lasting inequities and costs that we have accepted as thoroughly as our reliance on driving itself. In bustling economic times, Bay Area congestion was some of the worst in the US,\(^5\) meaning more people sat in inching traffic instead of exercising, going on dates, tucking in their kids at night, getting work done or taking up a new hobby. The Bay Area also suffers from poor air quality that causes heart and lung disease,\(^6\) due in large part to automobiles.\(^7\) Passenger cars are the single largest source of climate pollution.\(^8\) Far too many are injured or die in auto collisions.\(^9\) These are just some of the hidden costs of driving paid by both drivers and non-drivers alike. Many of these costs fall disproportionately on communities of color, the young and elderly, low-income communities and people with disabilities.

Figure 1 lists the direct costs that drivers pay, as well as the costs that driving imposes on everyone, drivers and non-drivers alike. The out-of-pocket driving costs are intuitive to anyone who has ever owned a car. The costs everyone pays, however, are often viewed by individual drivers as something other people cause. But all drivers contribute to these costs. For example, the more cars there are on the roads and the more they all drive, the higher the likelihood of collisions, injury and fatalities. The more tail pipe emissions there are from gasoline-powered cars, the worse local air quality is and the higher the rates are for hospitalizations from heart and lung disease, particularly within communities living near freeways. These are just two examples of the many serious costs brought on by a collective reliance on driving alone.

---

Today’s Reliance on Driving Alone Carries Hidden Costs, Often Imposed on Those Who Don’t Drive

Across the US and in the Bay Area, planners and policymakers have tried many strategies to help address the hidden costs of driving. They’ve spent billions of dollars to widen and build new roads to decrease congestion, only for the new space to encourage more driving and fill with traffic again. Public agencies have also built new transit centers and new bike lanes to attract people away from cars. And while such transit and bike investments are critical to increasing the alternatives to driving alone, they too are not enough. People still cause traffic, and most still drive alone. The problem is, these solutions have not accounted for the relative cheapness and ease of driving. To actually reduce the number of trips in which people drive alone, it has to be cheaper, faster or more convenient to take other modes. This is something pricing is uniquely suited to do: It levels the playing field with other modes by asking people to pay directly for costs their driving imposes on others. It also provides revenue to invest in alternatives to driving alone.

Numerous efforts are under way in major metro areas to do just that. They largely put a direct price on driving and subsidize transit. These include long-standing congestion charges in Singapore, London, Stockholm, Milan and Gothenburg and newer efforts in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle. These programs generally work by designating a congested downtown area and charging drivers to enter or travel within it. Programs in Singapore and Europe have succeeded in reducing traffic, emissions and noise in busy downtowns while giving people more options to get around without driving alone.10

This report considers what it would be like to implement such policies in congested downtowns like San Francisco’s, as well as a broader set of pricing strategies across a wider geography and over the next

---

10 See note 1.
several decades. It includes policies that are suitable along commercial corridors, across bridges and across the Bay Area’s largely lower-density landscape. As part of SPUR’s Regional Strategy, a vision and set of recommendations for the Bay Area over the next 50 years, it also looks past the status quo. It imagines replacing the hidden costs of driving with direct prices on driving alone. In some cases, travelers may not pay more, but would pay differently. For example, this report proposes replacing the gas tax with a per-mile road user charge that would be a fairer and more sustainable way to fund transportation. In the end, this report paints a vision for the next several decades of a Bay Area in which a new way of pricing nudges drivers into trips that cost others much less.

Creating a new set of pricing policies will take work. Political opposition to pricing has been strong, as there has been a multigenerational investment in the personal car and a reluctance to pay for something that has always felt free. In addition, many question whether or not pricing is equitable, especially in an expensive area where so many are already struggling to meet basic needs. This concern is important and has often halted pricing policies. However, saying that pricing would be inequitable assumes that the status quo is already equitable, which is fundamentally untrue in the important ways listed below. Pricing can help shift the driving behavior that leads to some of these inequities, and can also offer a new revenue source to further correct them. In addition, pricing policies must be carefully crafted and co-created to advance equity instead of further eroding it. Policymakers will also need to find ways to identify and subsidize low-income drivers to directly address affordability.

The inequities created by our excessive reliance on driving alone:

**Our reliance on cars leaves fewer affordable housing options.** Laws that require us to set aside scarce urban space to move and park cars force us to give up space for more critical uses, such as housing. Cities that require an oversupply of parking also make existing housing more expensive, taking away housing options for low- and middle-income earners.

**Our reliance on cars is paid for in poorer health, often by the most vulnerable, and often for life.** Neighborhoods that absorb highways and queues of cars are often the only places where people with lower incomes, people of color and people with disabilities can afford to live. A child who grows up in the air pollution of such areas is more likely to experience lung disease and miss school as a result. Research that followed children’s lung development in California points out that these health damages last for life. In addition, the emissions and noise from traffic may lead to hypertension and poorer mental health.

**Historically marginalized communities lack adequate access to basic amenities.** Options to get to high quality jobs, schools, fresh food, open space and more are often severely limited in communities with low incomes. These also tend to be predominantly Black and Latinx neighborhoods as well as where the elderly and people with different abilities can afford to live. The United States’ chosen public

---

11 Michael Manville often makes this point. For example, see Michael Manville and Emily Goldman, “Would Congestion Pricing Harm the Poor? Do Free Roads Help the Poor?” Journal of Planning Education and Research, volume 38, issue 3, 2018, pages 329-344.


13 See note 2.


investment in the car means that those who cannot afford or operate one often have to forgo all kinds of opportunities and amenities.

**Current transportation funding is regressive.** Local governments provide the majority of transportation funding, mostly through local sales taxes. Gas tax revenue makes up the majority of the funding that flows through federal and state programs. Both sales taxes and gas taxes are regressive, meaning that households with lower incomes spend a larger share of their income on them.17

**Wealthier people often drive and use roads more.** The vast majority of households in the US have at least one vehicle. But 78% of those without a car are in the lowest income bracket.18 Through sales taxes, very low-income households end up paying for roads they use far less than wealthier travelers.

**Hours wasted in traffic affect low-income people too.** Economists often assume that people with lower incomes would not benefit from the time savings associated with congestion charges in the form of tolls, area pricing or parking prices. This is not always true. For example, it ignores the fact that lower-income shift workers face higher consequences for being late to work than higher-income salaried employees. A little over half of the lowest-income workers drive alone to work, and people who take the bus are more often low-income. Both groups would benefit from more free-flowing roadways. In addition, any prices can be tiered by income or revenues redistributed in a way that furthers equity.

**Climate change will continue to disproportionately affect already vulnerable populations, and passenger cars are the single largest source of climate emissions.** California cannot meet its ambitious climate goals on a meaningful timeframe with cleaner vehicle technology alone. As a society, we will also have to drive less. Meeting our climate goals and helping to avert climate change will mitigate heat, health and natural disaster risk for our most vulnerable.

To both solve our transportation challenges and advance equity, we need to fundamentally change our collective thinking about what we should explicitly pay for and what we should be able to access for free. This report outlines a broad vision for how to do just that.

---

Chapter 1

The Costs We Shouldn’t Accept

For at least four decades, more than two-thirds of commuters have gotten to work by driving alone. While commuting may make up roughly a third of trips in the Bay Area, it’s likely that other trips fall into a similar pattern. Across the region and country, COVID-19 has also pushed ardent transit riders and carpoolers to drive alone. The current reliance on driving alone leaves our region with two big problems. First, it means deep and wide-ranging social costs like pollution and wasted time in traffic. Second, the way we ask drivers to pay for the infrastructure to support their driving doesn’t cover it.

The High Costs of Driving Alone

Despite how easy it is to drive alone, it is not without many costly consequences.

First, travel throughout the region has come to cost people more and more of their time and productivity, as seen in Figure 3. At its peak, congestion cost the average San Franciscan more than $2,000 every year in lost work time. During the first months of shelter-in-place orders and the economic fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic, congestion evaporated. However, congestion is on the rise again as people resume travel but are still concerned about transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19. Many call for additional roads or road widenings to accommodate more cars, but such efforts have failed to deliver people from traffic. Researchers have found that for a 10% increase in road capacity, there is a 10% increase in driving. The added

---


lanes and roads simply encourage more driving. This has been seen in the widening of the 405 in Los Angeles, which cost more than $1 billion\textsuperscript{22} and resulted in slightly slower speeds, and the widening of Houston’s Katy freeway to 23 lanes, which cost $2.8 billion and also resulted in slower travel times for many drivers.\textsuperscript{23}

In addition, passenger vehicles threaten people’s lives. With more drivers on the road, the potential for injury and death among drivers, passengers, pedestrians, cyclists and bus riders goes up. Cars are also a major source of local air pollution, which contributes to lung and respiratory disease.\textsuperscript{24} Local air degradation and its health impacts concentrate in low-income communities and communities of color, exacerbating long-standing racial and economic inequities that erode the quality of life in the region.

**FIGURE 3**
All-time Highs in Congestion May Spike Higher With COVID-19

Percent change in jobs, population and congested delay per worker since 1998

While population and jobs in the nine-county Bay Area have risen by 17% and 18%, respectively, since 1998, the congested delay per worker has risen by 112%. Our transportation system cannot accommodate more solo commuters without costing everyone time.\textsuperscript{21} The trend line mirrors (and exaggerates) jobs lost in the Great Recession (2007–2010) and the climb in jobs during the economic recovery (2010–2017).

California’s initiative in tackling climate change is an example for leaders around the world.\textsuperscript{26} Still, the global climate crisis has the potential to wreak havoc on the natural systems that underpin our health and economy. From drought to wildfires, and from sea level rise to intense heat waves, the climate crisis is already here and will only get worse without even more leadership and effort.\textsuperscript{27} Passenger cars are the single largest source of climate pollution in our region and state. Without tackling carbon emissions from cars, California will not be able to meet its ambitious 2030 statewide climate targets, and we will not be doing our part to chart a course toward climate stability.\textsuperscript{28}


\textsuperscript{24} SPUR, *Fossil Free Bay Area*, pages 5 and 7.

\textsuperscript{25} Congested delay per worker is measured in the number of vehicles on the road, multiplied by the time they spend traveling at speeds below 35 miles per hour, divided by the total number of workers. See MTC Vital Signs, http://www.vitalsigns.mtc.ca.gov/time-spent-congestion (accessed on April, 15, 2018).


Drivers Pay Less and Less for the Roads They Use

California collects and spends $5.5 to $7.2 billion per year through the state gas tax. The gas tax largely funds highways and local roads and streets. The tax increase authorized with the passage of the Road Repair and Accountability Act (SB 1) in 2017 also funds critical transit investments.

With its Advanced Clean Cars policies, California has led the nation in the adoption of electric and other zero-emissions vehicles, a critical component of improving local air quality and reducing climate pollution. However, as passenger cars rely less on gasoline, drivers buy less gas, and gas tax revenues are less able to fund the maintenance and repair of basic transportation infrastructure.

Figure 5 highlights the divergence in expected vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and gas tax revenues. As VMT increases, revenue needed to maintain roads and infrastructure lags more and more. As this report looks at the costs driving imposes on others and how pricing can help correct them in the decades to come, it cannot leave out that new prices need to also create a fair and more sustainable way to fund roads and critical transportation infrastructure.

---


The declining power of the gas tax has been a policy conversation for years, but has not been solved. In addition, the serious and widespread problems that come with our region’s reliance on driving alone are not new. Bay Area policymakers have invested millions in critical transit infrastructure and services, and cities and employers have taken steps to encourage commuters away from driving alone through some of the most comprehensive transportation demand management (TDM) programs in the country. While important, these efforts have simply not been enough to reverse the growth of congestion, pollution, and safety threats from cars. We still sorely need innovative solutions and leadership in overcoming our entrenched drive-alone patterns and fairly funding our transportation future.
Chapter 2

Why Most in the Bay Area Drive Alone

Understanding the reasons why so many drive alone is critical in designing policies that shift as many of these trips as possible into alternative modes. These reasons fall into two broad categories. First, there are long-lasting conditions and choices that include the region’s spread-out nature, where people are able to live and work and whether they own a car. Second, drive-alone rates are shaped by more marginal or trip-specific conditions — the per-trip cost, time, reliability and convenience of driving compared to any alternatives.

Long-Lasting Conditions Have Led to Reliance on Driving Alone

Many of the Bay Area’s job centers and residential neighborhoods were built after car use became widespread in the mid-20th century. Since then, planners and policymakers have invested vast sums of public money in roads, parking and other projects that have resulted in extensive low-density land use patterns. Together, these investments create a sweeping landscape where, for almost every trip in every direction, it is many times faster and more convenient to drive a personal car than to use any other mode. For many trips, whether commutes, errands or shopping runs, driving and carpooling are the only options.

In fact, only 20% of Bay Area jobs are within a walkable half-mile of BART or Caltrain, the most used regional rail operators.31 As seen in Figure 6, the Bay Area has multiple job centers spread out across a hundred-mile area. Around these job centers housing is often scarce, spread out and expensive. Many workers have moved far away from job centers to afford housing, and face commutes where driving or carpooling are the only realistic ways to get to work. This reality is also seen in Figure 7, which shows that for most of the largest job centers in the Bay Area, average commute distances increased more than 30% between 2002 and 2017.

There are many reasons why land use has generated an expensive, sprawling pattern, and the hidden cost of parking and storing private vehicles is one of them. While difficult to quantify, the total hidden cost of parking is likely quite large. TransForm studied parking utilization in a sample of residential buildings across the Bay Area, and the results showed that in just 80 residential buildings, $198 million has been spent in construction costs for parking spaces that are largely unused.32 As part of SPUR’s forecasting of new housing, as many as 357,000 new multifamily units could be built in the region over the next 50 years. If we continue to overbuild parking, this could result in tens of thousands of unused spaces. This space could be better used for additional housing units and to moderate new housing costs, especially for families and households with limited incomes.


FIGURE 6
The Bay Area’s Many Job Centers Help Make Driving Alone the Top Commute Mode
Jobs per acre, shown by quarter square mile
Just 15 cities host 55% of the region’s 3.9 million jobs, but they span 100 miles from Santa Rosa to San Jose. Job density across cities also varies: It is greatest in downtown San Francisco and Oakland, and much lower across the Silicon Valley cities from Redwood City to San Jose.

FIGURE 7
Bay Area Commutes Have Gotten Much Longer in the Past 15 Years
Change in average commute distance between 2002 and 2017
The cities shown below represent the 15 largest in terms of jobs in 2017. Commutes to jobs in them have grown by 10 or more miles in most cases. This roughly equates to growth in miles by more than 30%.

Source: SPUR analysis of US Census Bureau Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics data for all jobs in 2017 (fig. 7).

Averages have been weighted by number of jobs.
Given the immense public investment in car infrastructure, and the residential areas and job centers that rely on them, individuals and households are most often left choosing among owning and operating a car, carpooling or having limited mobility. Between 2000 and 2015, car ownership rose dramatically—in Southern California, the number of households without a car dropped 30%.\(^\text{34}\) Amid the pandemic, the majority of travelers are choosing car travel over all other modes, both now and perhaps into the future.\(^\text{35}\) More cars on the roads mean greater social costs.

**Day to Day Conditions That Affect Trip Choice**

Once a person has a car, they are simply more likely to use it. The question becomes: How can policymakers help all travelers choose alternatives to driving alone as much as possible?

For many drivers, owning a car is the primary option for personal travel. The car payment, insurance and other monthly and annual costs allow drivers the option to get up and go whenever needed. But costs that accrue for each additional trip — gas, tolls and parking — can play a role when a person is choosing between driving and another alternative. While mode choice is influenced by many things — including the weather, the convenience of different modes, how safe each feels and whether cargo space is needed — the time and cost of each option are big factors.

Figure 8 lists a handful of trips and the mode with the cheapest trip cost (aside from the sunk monthly costs of car payments, insurance, etc.) and the fastest time. The trips where transit is time or cost competitive with driving also tend to be those with lower drive-alone commute rates. For example, the Oakland-to-San Francisco trip is both cheaper and faster by BART. Combined with Oakland and San Francisco’s density around BART stations, this encourages a much lower drive-alone rate than in the majority of the region. The drive-alone rate for Richmond-to-Berkeley commuters is also less than the regional average of 76%. While driving is fast and cheap for this trip, both BART and bus are not far behind it. For the other three trips, driving is often much faster or much cheaper.

---


When It’s Faster or Cheaper, Commuters Often Choose Driving Alone

The fastest and cheapest modes for a sample of Bay Area commutes. Trip costs include gas, tolls and transit fares; monthly car payments and other sunk costs are excluded. Trips are one-way.36

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIP</th>
<th>LAND-USE TYPE OF START AND END CITIES</th>
<th>FASTEST</th>
<th>CHEAPEST</th>
<th>DRIVE-ALONE COMMUTE RATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakland to San Francisco</td>
<td>Urban to urban</td>
<td>BART 25 min.</td>
<td>BART $3.50</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond to Berkeley</td>
<td>Suburban to urban</td>
<td>Drive 28 min.</td>
<td>Drive $1.20</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose to Palo Alto*</td>
<td>Suburban to suburban</td>
<td>Drive 48 min.</td>
<td>Bus $2.25</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. San Francisco to Menlo Park*</td>
<td>Suburban to suburban</td>
<td>Drive 46 min.</td>
<td>Bus $2.25</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut Creek to San Ramon</td>
<td>Suburban to suburban</td>
<td>Drive 55 min.</td>
<td>Drive $1.80</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* When both origins and destinations are within 10 minutes of a Caltrain station, rail is faster. However, due to the low densities of these areas at the time of writing, this is likely a small percentage of trips.

Adjusting transit times and helping to make trips to and from train stations faster and easier are discussed in numerous SPUR reports.37 These improvements are critical to ensuring transit can meet mobility needs. Fine-tuning the additional costs of driving can also have large impacts on how and when people take trips. For example, when carpoolers started getting charged to cross the Bay Bridge during rush hour in 2010, use of the carpool lane dropped by 26%.38 Similar changes occurred in other parts of the country as well.39 Changes in the everyday price of driving can have big effects on behavior. If done well, they can also have a drastic effect on travel times, congestion, emissions from idling cars and time savings for thousands of people in cars and transit alike.

36 Cost to drive based on 24 mpg car and $3.40 gallon of gas, includes non-carpool lane bridge tolls but not parking costs. All times estimated using the average of the range given on Google Map, assuming arrival of 9 a.m. on a weekday morning. Fares on bus and rail assume Clipper fares when there’s a difference between cash and Clipper. All cost and time estimates were gathered in April 2018. Drive-alone commute rates are calculated from Census Transportation Planning Products Table A302103, 2010-2016 estimates.


Chapter 3

A Vision for How Pricing Can Create a Cleaner, Safer and Less Congested Future

If the price of transportation were reimagined so that drivers didn't impose high costs on others, what would it look like? The problems described above would be diminished — the air would be cleaner and the streets quieter and safer, especially in neighborhoods near freeways that tend to house people of color and/or low incomes. We would have a higher chance of climate stabilization and resilience from sea level rise and extreme heat, which will otherwise impair our region’s most vulnerable. There would be fewer fatalities and injuries from vehicles. People would have a wider range of mobility options, from dedicated bikeways to clean and fast transit, and more. We would have more time to spend with our families, go on dates, relax or earn extra income instead of being stuck in traffic. Scarce urban space once dedicated to parked cars would be repurposed for housing, parklets and play spaces.

In this new reality, people will pay directly for the driving they do, as opposed to asking others to pay for it indirectly. It will mean drivers pay each time they park, as opposed to buying monthly passes. To enter a busy area during a busy time, drivers will pay a charge, but it will be a breeze compared to today. Driving to work in traffic will be a thing of the past, and paying to park at work, or being given cash instead, will replace it. On Spare the Air days when air pollution is high, people will drive much less to help everyone breathe a little easier (especially those with heart and lung disease). Drivers will pay a road user charge instead of the gas tax, giving them the clear option to drive less and save more. Revenues from various pricing policies will be used to fund alternatives to driving alone, to make transportation more affordable for those with low incomes, and/or to create more transportation options for those with historically few.

What would it look like to pay new charges? Travelers would have a single account from which to pay for all kinds of mobility — from parking and tolls, to buses and trains, to bike share, scooters, and more. Through this flexible payment platform, travelers could get gift cards or other perks for biking, taking the bus or whenever their trips impose fewer costs on others. The open nature of the payment platform could enable policymakers to offer tailored discounts to people with lower incomes, scale incentives for not driving alone to millions of people, and bring down the cost of administering key pricing policies. Companies would compete to help provide helpful customer service and the easiest-to-use apps to help travelers plan, reserve and pay for multi-modal trips in a few clicks. In the end, this open payment platform could enable a future where people buy trips instead of cars.

This new reality requires a different set of transportation prices. Some of the prices drivers currently pay would be replaced with others– for example, a per-mile road user charge instead of a gas tax. Others, such as congestion charges, would be new and only in place when and where there is congestion. Figure 9 lists a sample of pricing policies as well as the geography, individual behavior change and aggregate outcome they are likely to
bring about. The first step in creating a set of transportation prices that better values health, safety and cleaner air is to clarify the outcomes wanted in different geographies. Next, the pricing policy that helps achieve them can be considered and implemented.

FIGURE 9
Different Pricing Policies Encourage Different Behavior Changes and Policy Outcomes
While not comprehensive, this table compares the types of individual behavior change different policies can encourage at various levels of geography, as well as their broader expected outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>GEOGRAPHY</th>
<th>EXAMPLE(S)</th>
<th>BEHAVIOR CHANGE</th>
<th>EXPECTED POLICY OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Road user charge (RUC)</td>
<td>A per-mile charge levied on all drivers on all roads.</td>
<td>All roads across a state, multi-state region, or country.</td>
<td>Oregon allows drivers to pay a RUC in lieu of gas tax. In Germany, truckers pay a RUC that varies by emissions class and weight of the truck. California piloted a RUC in 2017.</td>
<td>Encourages drivers to save money by driving fewer miles. If RUC varies by emissions class, it can encourage adoption of cleaner vehicles.</td>
<td>Reduced VMT, and associated emissions, collisions and noise. More sustainable &amp; equitable revenue source than gas tax. Can be tailored to further lower emissions and save travelers time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordon pricing</td>
<td>A designated area that drivers pay to enter and/or exit.</td>
<td>Central business districts (CBDs), but can impact commuters and travelers from across a region.</td>
<td>Implemented in Stockholm, London, Singapore, Milan and Gothenburg CBDs. Under consideration in New York and San Francisco.</td>
<td>Discourages car trips into cordoned areas.</td>
<td>Decreased travel times for all modes in cordoned area and associated emissions, noise and collisions. Greater economic productivity from time savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking charges</td>
<td>An hourly or daily charge to use public street or garage parking, or workplace parking.</td>
<td>Cities, commercial areas, and large employers. Can impact all who travel to destinations.</td>
<td>Many cities operate priced street and garage parking. San Francisco updates parking rates to limit crowding.</td>
<td>Encourages carpooling, transit, and shifting when to drive if parking rates vary by time.</td>
<td>Reduced local emissions, noise &amp; collisions from modeshift and less circling for parking. Less demand for parking means more space for housing &amp; other purposes. (Will not limit congestion from ride hail or future AVs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All lane tolling</td>
<td>A charge to drive on any lane. Charges can vary by level of congestion.</td>
<td>Bridges, highways, and arterial roads. Can impact all who travel along the tolled route.</td>
<td>Implemented on bridges and highways throughout the US as financing tool; under planning in Portland, OR, as a congestion measure.</td>
<td>Encourages transit and carpooling to save money or time. Also encourages driving off-peak if tolls vary by rush hour.</td>
<td>Decreased travel times for all modes and associated emissions and collisions. Greater economic productivity from time savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express lanes</td>
<td>A dedicated lane that allows car pools, van pools and transit free access and solo drivers access for a fee.</td>
<td>Highways. Can impact all who travel along the tolled route.</td>
<td>The Bay Area has many miles of express lanes across its freeway network, with a plan to have over 600 miles by 2035⁴⁰</td>
<td>Encourages transit and car and van pooling.</td>
<td>Saved time for transit riders, car and van poolers and drivers who pay. Some emissions reductions (if express lanes are not part of a highway expansion).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to defining which problems to solve and which policy tools to use, how policies are designed is critical. Below are criteria for choosing and designing new pricing policies. These also serve as a framework for how individual policies such as parking charges or all-lane tolling will add up to a set of prices that better value peoples’ safety, health and time.

Principles for an effective pricing policy:

**Addresses a problem effectively.** Pricing policies can be designed to limit the overall number of vehicles driving across a region, state or country, or they can be tailored to reduce congestion and free up designated downtown road segments for other uses at specific times. Clarity in the measurable goal and its geography are critical for success.

**Promotes equity.** Whether used to invest in transportation services that historically marginalized communities need or to reimburse people for damages from others’ driving, pricing has to be designed to include an equitable process and to promote equitable outcomes.41

**Avoids unintended consequences.** Pricing policies can create new winners and losers. For example, a pricing policy that effectively shifts some drivers into buses can lead to bus crowding and make people who were already using them worse off. Cordon pricing can encourage drivers to pass through nearby neighborhoods to avoid a priced area, thereby causing traffic in those neighborhoods. Anticipating and designing policies to avoid such outcomes is important.

**Is easy to understand.** Pricing policies should be straightforward so people can easily make travel decisions that are good for themselves and others. The tradeoffs of choosing to drive over other modes should be obvious and easy to know in real time using well-designed apps, websites or dial-in numbers for those without smart phones or internet access.

**Is flexible in an ever-changing world.** The COVID-19 pandemic has shown us how quickly the world can change. Pricing should be able to ramp up or down or shift geography in light of the many changes that are looming. This means fee collection should be software-based when possible (people can pay by phone) instead of infrastructure-based (people have to pay at a toll plaza).

**Protects privacy.** Software-based pricing technology needs to protect privacy. Ongoing effort is needed to anticipate and block attempts to use private data outside of pricing policies.

**Proves its benefits.** A new price on my driving is easier (and more painful) to understand than the benefits of everyone driving less. As seen in London and Stockholm, pilots that prove the benefits of everyone driving less are needed both to test policy design and to create pricing champions.42

---


Chapter 4

How to Value People Over Cars

This chapter outlines transportation pricing policies that ask individuals to pay for the driving they do and offers relative discounts to those who drive less and impose fewer costs on others. The following five strategies and 15 recommendations outline a broad vision for creating transportation prices and platforms that do just that.

**Strategy 1** begins with equity. As policymakers and communities co-design how to replace existing, hidden prices with more transparent policies such as parking and congestion charges, it is critical to ensure no additional harm to drivers with low incomes.

**Strategy 2** explores how parking charges and limiting parking oversupply can shift people out of drive-alone trips.

**Strategy 3** grapples with how to mitigate congestion in its various forms through tailoring parking rates, establishing downtown congestion charges, better enforcing rules in carpool and express lanes and creating strategies for all-lane tolling.

**Strategy 4** outlines road user charges as a replacement to the state gas tax — a policy that would more fairly charge people for the driving they do, as well as stabilize transportation infrastructure funding. It could also eventually help align all driving prices into a single platform.

**Strategy 5** discusses two separate pioneering ideas: how to use pricing policies to help achieve regional clean air goals, and how to create the technology and pricing platform required to more clearly communicate the relative prices of different modes, offer incentives for drive-alone alternatives to millions of people at once, and reduce the administrative costs of key pricing policies.

As policies in Strategies 2 and 3 are put in place, travel patterns will change. For example, comprehensive parking charges and policies alongside incentives (Strategy 2) may effectively reduce drive-alone trips and obviate the need for all-lane tolling (a policy within Strategy 3). Or the package of policies in Strategy 2 may lead to a boom in ride-hailing that necessitates all-lane tolling. How Strategies 2 and 3 dynamically work together will require real-world testing and more study. Ultimately, policymakers will need to define measureable outcomes for the policies in Strategies 2 and 3 — for example, how uncongested specific areas should be — and track progress and adapt pricing policies to meet goals.

Outlined together here, these five strategies and 15 recommendations offer an extensive look at tools to manage the many social costs of driving across a varied Bay Area landscape.
Strategy 1
Prioritize Equity in Policy Design and Outcomes

Much work has been done to help policymakers and communities define, measure and improve equity in transportation. In particular, TransForm has synthesized an array of work and case studies and has developed guidance and a toolkit to advance equity in transportation pricing. This toolkit is being used in pricing policy development in various metro areas today.

TransForm defines two important elements of equity in transportation pricing: process and outcome. An equity process is the degree to which vulnerable communities are involved in the planning, implementation and follow-up of any pricing policy. Equity outcomes are affordability, access to opportunity and community health.

Recommendation 1
Dedicate staffing to ongoing equity outreach and other processes

Who’s responsible: Cities, Congestion Management Agencies (CMAs), Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)

Tailoring transportation pricing policies both to meet local transportation challenges and to advance equity is not a one-size-fits-all exercise. It requires context-specific care, consideration and work. Staff at transportation agencies will need to be devoted to crafting equity processes as pricing policies are created, evaluated and adapted over time.

In addition, the work of advancing equity in transportation pricing requires time. In its toolkit for policymakers and equity advocates, TransForm details five iterative steps:

1) Identify who, what and where: Identify the populations that need to be considered from an equity perspective and the types of pricing policies under review and their alternatives, and define the geographic extent of the policies.

2) Define equity outcomes and performance indicators: The measure of success requires setting clear, often measurable goals and ranking them in order of importance.

3) Define benefits and burdens: The impacts of any pricing policy and its alternatives need to be considered in terms of their scale, the interest of communities in those impacts and the potential to help or hurt communities.

4) Choose policies and programs: Pricing policies need to be considered alongside programs to bring about affordability, access and health improvements for vulnerable communities. Because there are many ways to design each pricing policy as well as equity programs alongside it, decision makers need to consider and evaluate many alternatives, often iterating, before choosing a program for implementation.

---


5) Provide accountable feedback and evaluation: Unlike most transportation projects, pricing programs can be dynamic and could be adjusted at regular intervals. That is why it is essential that there are clear avenues for communication, ways to get feedback from affected communities, and to compare the implementation to the proposed equity goals and adjust the program as needed.

Staff dedicated to leading the equity efforts may either be full time at an agency or external experts who help facilitate equity processes on behalf of agencies. Either way, the people who “own” equity will need to be given real authority and included in the decision-making processes at agencies.

Addressing equity in the design of pricing policies is already taking root. For example, in Vancouver’s exploration of congestion pricing, fairness and equity have been core tenets from the beginning. The city’s public engagement efforts included rounds of polling, multilingual campaigns through numerous outlets, workshops, translation of materials into non-English languages, surveys and the convening of a User Advisor Council, made up of 15 representative Vancouver residents to advise at key points throughout the process.46 In its 2019 launch of a downtown congestion pricing study, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) focused heavily upfront on outreach to vulnerable communities and is working with an ongoing focus on equity and affordability.47

While there are these and other examples to point to, agency staff are often under pressure from competing priorities and budget shortfalls. It isn’t always easy to redirect staff time and resources to new processes, but there are more tools to advance equity in transportation pricing than ever before, and it is the just thing to do.

Recommendation 2
Establish means-based subsidies or discounts for new pricing policies

Who: MTC, Congestion Management Agencies (CMAs), cities, various state agencies, community groups, researchers, equity advocates

While all drivers should have the option to change their behavior based on pricing, any policy that puts a single price on transportation access will be regressive, as lower-income households will spend a greater percentage of their income on it. There are many ways to address this, however. For example, the tolls or parking charges people pay could vary by income, income tax credits could be given to lower-income drivers,48 some of the revenues could be given back to drivers through a cash subsidy or loaded Clipper card,49 other regressive taxes that pay for transportation (such as sales taxes) could be offset with revenue from new pricing policies or a combination of these.

In any of these cases, the following considerations are critical:

49 An example of a regular rebate is the California Climate Credit, which is given back to electricity and natural gas customers of the state’s three largest utilities. This credit was originally designed to mitigate the regressive nature of higher energy prices under the state’s cap-and-trade program to reduce climate pollution. See California Public Utilities Commission, “California Climate Credit,” https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/ClimateCredit/ (accessed on May 18, 2020).
**Define “low income.”** Policymakers could define “low-income” drivers based on a single poverty threshold, as is done in programs like Clipper START, the means-based fare pilot that started in 2020 and is available to approved transit riders making up to 200% of the federal poverty level.\(^\text{50}\) A single poverty threshold also applies to electricity and phone service discounts.\(^\text{51}\) Another approach is to establish a set of graduated discounts based on income tiers, so the less you make, the less you pay. This is the structure behind the state’s CalFresh food benefit (food stamps), where the maximum monthly food benefit increases with need.\(^\text{52}\) The SFCTA is also considering two different discounts in its study of congestion pricing for downtown San Francisco — an exemption for drivers with very low incomes and a 50% discount for drivers with low incomes.\(^\text{53}\) Multi-threshold discounts are more progressive and avoid the disincentive that people with very low incomes face: If their income increases just enough to cross a single threshold, they lose access to multiple discounts and benefits at once.

**Address affordability as quickly as possible.** People with lower incomes should not have to wait to get a subsidy or other form of value. Waiting for money on a tight budget can mean forgoing essentials. Different methods can address affordability upfront. For example, employers that know the incomes of employees can deliver cash or loaded Clipper cards to low-income workers at the beginning of the month to offset employee parking charges. For tolls and other charges, means-based rates could be set in which lower-income drivers pay a lower charge to begin with.

**Start simple, and aim for more targeted affordability measures over time.** For some policies in the near term, issuing subsidies at the end of the month based on a single poverty threshold may be the only possibility. This would be a good first step, but policymakers should problem solve for how to build in progressive discounts tied to multiple income tiers and how to deliver them instantly. In other words, they should work toward multi-tier, means-based pricing. This will require setting up new relationships between agencies at various levels of government and creating new operations. To play out one possible example, state agencies that handle income data for tax and benefits purposes, such as the Employment Development Department (EDD), could be linked securely with transit and transportation payment accounts such as Clipper and FasTrak. The EDD could receive names and account IDs from transportation agencies, and could send back the discount level without names, to protect privacy. Such systems would require robust data sharing agreements, data security systems and customer service. These costs could be high. However, if, over time, progressive discounts were applied across many different kinds of transportation pricing, there would be economies of scale for administering them. In addition, with open payment platforms discussed in Strategy 5, costs could come down.

---


Strategy 2

Encourage Alternatives to Driving Alone Through Pay-to-Park Charges, Incentives and Limiting the Oversupply of Parking

Every drive-alone car trip starts and ends with parking. When parking is free, driving comes easily, as do traffic, emissions, noise and collisions. In addition, “free” parking eats up valuable space and makes both commercial and residential properties more expensive to build, buy and lease.

How a city and region manage parking supply and demand will fundamentally shape how, when and whether people drive to get where they need to go. Unlike other prices on driving, paying for parking is something drivers are used to doing. Cities are often also accustomed to administering parking fees. These reasons combined mean that parking pricing policies could prove to be particularly powerful and practical in limiting the social costs of driving.

The set of recommendations in this strategy could work in isolation, but they are more likely to succeed if treated as a package. They represent ways to establish charges every time a driver parks and to reward people every time they don’t drive, as well as to help create alternatives to driving alone, to contend with the oversupply of parking, and to ensure parking space availability in busy areas. Together, these recommendations have the potential to drastically reduce drive-alone rates and give people back time lost in traffic, reduce collisions, clean the air and improve public health.

Recommendation 3
Prohibit monthly parking passes

Who’s responsible: Cities, large institutions that offer monthly parking

Monthly parking passes are a steal. They discount trips for individual drivers — but at a cost to others in the form of congestion, emissions and poorer health. They are a way of subsidizing driving and are used more often by people with higher incomes. They discourage trips other than driving alone because once drivers pay for a monthly pass, they can drive and park as much as they want for no extra charge, while transit and other options would require an additional cost.

How much do monthly parking passes subsidize driving? To draw a few examples, monthly rates run an average of $350 in San Francisco, $145 in Oakland, and $100–$125 in San Jose. Compared to paying for parking every weekday in a month (roughly 22 days), these monthly passes represent roughly a 20%, 67% and 80% discount on driving, respectively.

Cities across the region should prohibit the sale of monthly parking passes for public spaces (including municipally owned and privately owned garages that provide public parking). Businesses and institutions that charge for parking should explore how to do the same.

55 For San Francisco and Oakland rates see: https://monthlyparking.org/, for San Jose see: https://parksj.org/parking-programs-services/monthly-passes/ (both accessed on September 12, 2020).
56 Daily rates were taken for San Francisco and Oakland from SpotHero: https://spothero.com/. Daily rates for San Jose were taken from the four ParkSJ garages where monthly passes are also offered: https://parksj.org/parking-programs-services/monthly-passes/ (both accessed on September 12, 2020).
Eliminating monthly parking passes requires less infrastructure, enforcement and new administrative services compared to setting up new parking charges. In addition, the need to pay daily, and the loss of the parking subsidies, will encourage some drivers to choose alternatives to driving alone. This can decrease congestion, emissions and safety threats in measurable ways. In other words, this recommendation is relatively simple and likely to deliver real results. To help spur cities to lead on this, MTC could condition grant funding on having this policy in place.

**Recommendation 4**

Establish a regional transportation demand management (TDM) program

**Who’s responsible:** MTC, Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), employers, transportation management associations, state legislators

While this report is almost entirely about how pricing can help shift people into alternatives to driving alone, transportation demand management (TDM) programs are critical in providing those alternatives, or in making them affordable, particularly for commuters.

Cities, companies, institutions and policymakers in the Bay Area have come up with innovative incentives to encourage workers out of drive-alone commutes. For example, as part of the Bay Area Commuter Benefits Ordinance, all employers with 50 or more employees have to offer workers pre-tax benefits in the form of a monthly subsidy for transit, carpooling or vanpooling, and/or provide transit directly. The Bay Area is also home to exemplary TDM programs voluntarily offered by employers and TMAs. For example, Stanford University’s suite of TDM policies — such as parking management, free shuttles to Caltrain stations, a Commute Club, biking amenities and more —brought its drive-alone rate down from 69% to 43% between 2003 and 2017.57 Free shuttles to rail stations, guaranteed rides home for non-drivers and bike incentives are also found across the Bay Area from Emeryville to Hacienda Business Park and the City of Pleasanton, Bishop Ranch and the City of San Ramon, Mission Bay in San Francisco and more.58 Recently, MTC has also bolstered region-wide commuter incentives through MTC SHIFT, a partnership with large employers (3,000 employees or more) where MTC covers up to 75% of the cost of commute management software through RideAmigos, Luum or RideShark.59

Overall, these strategies aren’t quite enough, though, as drive-alone commute rates across the region remain high, as seen in Figure 2. In addition, most employers in the Bay Area are small and not subject to the Bay Area Commuter Benefits Ordinance. Also, BAAQMD, the agency responsible for its enforcement, finds its role challenging because it does not have access to complete records that list the employer size, exact location and contact information for all employers throughout the Bay Area.

Statewide legislation to create a minimum regional TDM program for all workers could build off and strengthen the Commuter Benefits Ordinance and expand existing TDM programs. Such a program would require employers or TMAs to establish a set of incentives and ways to commute in any way except driving alone, and should have at least the following elements:

**Performance goals.** The regional TDM program should start simple, where success means that all workers receive incentives for non-drive-alone commutes. In its next phase, the region could establish
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targets for drive-alone rates or total VMT. There could be a region-wide target or various targets for different geographies and/or employer sizes and types. To establish such targets, state legislation would need to replace parts of SB 437, a 1995 state law that prohibits mandated trip caps for employers.60

To measure progress toward chosen metrics, MTC could create surveys that employers and TMAs administer annually to all employees. Alternatively, MTC could administer a survey of the region based on a representative sample of commuters. Ultimately, it will be important to track performance so that our region can effectively iterate on TDM measures and rein in the social costs of drive-alone commutes.

**Eligible TDM policies.** MTC could draw from the numerous examples of TDM policies and practices in the Bay Area to create a set of options that would qualify toward the regional program. San Francisco’s point-based menu of TDM measures that employers can choose from is a particularly helpful example.61 As long as employers or TMAs reach a certain point total and/or performance goals, they could meet the TDM requirement in whatever way best suits their particular context (suburban, dense downtown, etc.). In addition, employers with existing TDM programs, no parking, or priced parking at the start of the regional TDM requirement could be considered in compliance unless they later fail to meet any performance metrics.

**Considerations for employer size.** Large employers often have more capacity to operate and maintain TDM programs, and some already offer them. However, 66% of employees work at companies with fewer than 100 employees.62 Small employers should be able to comply with the regional TDM requirement by encouraging workers to participate in overarching incentives offered by cities or TMAs.63 In addition, MTC’s SHIFT program could expand in a future phase to smaller employers. Ideally, all who commute could participate in TDM programs, including part-time and contract workers.

**Verification and enforcement.** Employers could comply with the new mandate by reporting their list of TDM measures to MTC annually. Trip tracking platforms like RideAmigos, Luum and RideShark, as well as standardized data sharing guidelines, could streamline reporting. In addition, enforcement could be made easier if employer size, location (whether headquarters are inside the Bay Area or not) and contact information for employers were shared as part of annual reporting. This would make enforcement easier than it is today. Enforcement could also be bolstered through site audits to verify reported TDM measures. Penalties for non-compliance should also be set and could be modeled after the San Francisco Commuter Benefits Ordinance, which includes fines for the number of days an employer is not in compliance.64

---

62 SPUR analysis of the US Census Bureau’s Statistics of US Businesses, 2016 County Business Patterns, see: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/susb.html
**Recommendation 5**
Require Bay Area employers to charge a daily minimum for the parking they provide

**Who’s responsible:** MTC, BAAQMD, state legislators

Why consider employer parking charges? Commutes make up a great deal of trips and often contribute the most to congestion and its side effects of lost time and emissions from idling cars. In addition, every commuter driving to work has to park somewhere. This is true from the region’s busy downtowns to its suburban office parks. Parking charges can apply everywhere.

There is also wide agreement that charging for parking at work helps shift workers out of drive-alone commutes. For example, a survey of Bay Area commuters showed that 75% of those who had free parking at work drove alone, compared to just 37% of those without free parking.65 (In the Bay Area, priced parking coincides with dense areas rich in transit as well.) Foundational analyses of parking studies find that pricing can shift between 19% and 81% of drivers from solo commuting to carpooling, transit and other options.66 A recent study of parking pricing across California’s transit-rich centers and transit deserts alike found that a 10% increase in parking prices would reduce drive-alone rates by 1%.67 In addition, parking charges can create a sustainable funding source for TDM programs, and/or can be directly returned to commuters through parking cash out — so that commuters who drive alone to work pay a parking charge, and those who don’t receive a subsidy from the parking revenue.

In addition, such parking charges would need to be regional to level the playing field across Bay Area employers, as no one employer will be able to start charging for parking on their own. The barriers to charging for parking — labor bargaining agreements that include free parking as a benefit, building lease agreements that include parking, logistics of fee collection and enforcement — are too many. In addition, employers are concerned that parking charges would encourage talented workers to choose other jobs.68 To bridge the gap between what employers can effectively pioneer on their own and the potential benefits of parking charges, the Bay Area should establish a policy that employers charge a daily minimum for the parking they provide. This would also have to extend to property managers that supply parking for employers.

There are many important policy features to consider in creating a minimum employer parking charge:

**Pilot implementation.** Because charging for parking at employer sites is rare, pilots that test implementations of charges at scale would be valuable.69 A pilot phase could also help prove its benefits — less congestion and more predictable commute times, cleaner air and quieter and safer streets — which may be helpful in creating acceptance.

**Decide who must comply.** Minimum employer size is often used as a way to determine who must comply. However, where a company is headquartered and whether part-time and contract workers count toward the total complicate this idea. Instead, every employer that operates parking should comply, as
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67 Nagwa Khordagui, “Commute Mode Choice, Parking Policies, and Social Influence.” UC Irvine Electronic Theses and Dissertations, 2019, Chapter 1, https://escholarship.org/content/qt07z507x7/qt07z507x7.pdf?tt=puddbf
68 SPUR, Driving Change, 2019
should parking managers that supply employee parking. While implementation may need to be tailored
to different contexts across the Bay Area, all employees should face the true cost of driving by paying
for parking.

Establish the right charge. The actual amount of the charge may be less important in changing behavior
than simply having a visible charge. However, it should be tagged roughly to the cost of a typical
round-trip transit ride in the Bay Area and should be uniform across the region to keep a level playing
field across employers. In addition, daily charges (as opposed to monthly) can reward commuters for
taking transit and other modes most of the time, while also recognizing that driving is necessary some
days.

Give workers with low incomes upfront subsidies. At the beginning of the month, workers with
lower incomes should be given a subsidy in the form of a loaded transit card or cash, whichever they
prefer. They should receive it at the beginning of the month so that they don’t have to forgo essentials
throughout the month to cover new transportation costs. The incentive to not drive alone would remain;
to park they would have to spend the subsidy on parking, while carpooling and other options would let
them keep it.

Invest revenues wisely. Revenue from parking charges should be used to support and encourage non-
drive-alone commutes. Employers should be able to invest it in TDM programs and give revenue back
to workers in the form of cash and other benefits. Giving a fixed amount back to all workers would help
lower-income workers more than higher-income workers.

Streamline collection and enforcement. Streamlined parking charge collection and enforcement is
needed so as not to burden employers. Centralizing capital and operational efforts at the TMA level can
help, particularly for small employers. In addition, MTC could provide technical assistance to employers
both looking to track, collect payments and monitor enforcement through software-based systems, or to
construct gates and other infrastructure.

Build parking charges into future leases and labor agreements. Not all existing labor contracts or
building lease agreements will allow for parking charges right away. However, this kind of leadership
is possible, as evidenced by San Francisco’s renegotiation of labor contracts and elimination of free
parking for employees at the start of its SFpark program in 2010.

Solve for unintended consequences. Policymakers will need to problem solve for how to dissuade
drivers from parking on nearby unpriced streets or choosing single-occupancy ride-hailing services
instead of driving.

70 In an evaluation of price-based incentives in Alameda County in the 1990s, it was found that any incentive was more effective than the amount itself. See: Alameda County
pdf?x33781

71 The political pathway to creating a regional parking charge may depend on how revenues are dedicated. If all revenues from the charges were spent on employee transit and
drive-alone alternative benefits, then they may be considered a “fee” under California’s Proposition 26. In this case, the program could move forward with a simple-majority vote
in the California legislature. If, however, the revenues from the parking charges were used for a general purpose, they may be considered a “tax,” which would require a two-thirds
majority approval in the state legislature.

Recommendation 6
Limit parking supply through regulations and pricing

Who’s responsible: Cities, counties that manage land use in unincorporated areas, MTC through grants
There are as many as four parking spaces for every car in the US, more than all drivers could ever use at one time. It is estimated that for every 100 new parking spaces built into apartment buildings, 26 go unused. Policies are needed to rein in this trend and to prevent future development from following it. After all, with limited parking spaces, the number of cars, and the social costs of driving, are also limited.

Supply can be managed directly through mandates or indirectly through pricing policies that reduce demand for parking and allow spaces to convert to other uses over time. While they are not pricing, direct regulations on parking limits are listed here briefly for completeness and for their potential to reduce drive-alone trips.

Use zoning to cap and remove parking spaces
Cities can effectively manage parking supply through establishing parking caps in zoning laws. Through parking caps, Portland cut its parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of commercial space by more than half between 1973 and 1990. In addition, cities can take parking supply management a step further by setting goals to remove parking supply. For example, starting in the 1960s, Copenhagen removed 1% of its parking supply every year to help it become a city where most people bike to work today.

Allow residents and businesses to buy or lease parking separately to limit future supply
Parking spaces are almost always included in the price of an apartment, condo or commercial lease. But they shouldn’t be. Residents and businesses should instead be able to decide if they want to have and pay for parking, and how many spaces they want. Seeing and paying the actual cost of parking — as opposed to having it bundled with the overall price of a home or work space — will also give developers a clearer sense of how much parking is actually in demand. Without this market feedback, developers err on the side of supplying more parking than needed. This is a costly practice both in terms of land and in the sticker price of housing and commercial space. It prices out lower-income residents and small businesses that could otherwise afford car-free home or work space.

Separating the price of parking is rare but powerful in decreasing the need for new parking spaces. Housing developments in St. Louis (MO), Berkeley (CA), Dorchester (MA) and Bellevue (WA) have demonstrated that selling parking spaces separately from housing units means that fewer of them are wanted and needed. On a broader scale, San Francisco planning code requires the unbundling of parking from new residential buildings of ten units or more, setting an example for other cities to follow.

78 City and County of San Francisco, San Francisco planning code, Article 1.5, Section 167, http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/planning/planningcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:sanfrancisco_ca$sync=1
To unbundle parking, cities can require it in municipal code or MTC can make it a condition of grant funding (such as One Bay Area grants). Landlords can also be required to charge commercial and residential tenants for spaces separately through local legislative action. Giving tenants the choice to opt out of paying for parking could prove critical for people and businesses struggling to make rent.

In addition, local and regional policymakers can also use parcel taxes — a per-space tax added to annual property taxes — to discourage future parking supply. Cities could also allow developers to pay a fee in lieu of building parking spaces.

**Recommendation 7**
Price public parking to achieve minimum levels of availability most of the time

**Who's responsible: Cities**

Once parking supply is better managed (Recommendation 6), cities may find that parking in front of popular businesses and other destinations is in high demand and often full. Drivers may end up circling, looking more at curbsides than the road ahead of them, and often in frustration or a rush. If this is the case, cities should use data-driven pricing to manage parking and make sure there are always a minimum number of spaces ready for drivers most of the time. Such efforts reduce the search time for parking, limit congestion and improve both road safety and commerce.\(^79\)

Such policies can be modeled after SFpark, a groundbreaking effort to manage parking demand by the San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Association (SFMTA). SFpark set a target for how many spaces should be free at any given time (about a space per block), monitored parking space availability, and adjusted meter prices by 25 cents every three months (a quarter a quarter) until the targets were met.\(^80\) The program also closed the gap between the cost of parking garages and street parking. Parking in garages in the Bay Area often sits empty\(^81\) while drivers circle and compete for the few unpriced spaces, causing emissions, traffic and dangerous double-parking patterns.

The City of Berkeley’s goBerkeley program\(^82\) is a variation on SFpark, and Oakland is considering a similar approach for its downtown area.\(^83\) Other cities should leverage the successes from such programs in areas where scarce public parking causes circling and congestion problems.

---


\(^81\) http://regionalparking.mtc.ca.gov/#/research.report


Strategy 3
Manage Congestion Through Parking Rates, Downtown Charges and Tolls

This strategy outlines how pricing could be applied in different locations to tackle different forms of congestion. The costs that each extra driver imposes on others are higher in times of congestion. Many of us have seen examples of it. It’s those few extra cars that tried to make it across the intersection before the light turned red, partially blocking an intersection, jamming up cross traffic and making it dangerous for pedestrians to navigate between bumpers in a crosswalk. The extra time lost, emissions, safety risks and road rage these few extra cars cause are palpable for rush hour commuters across all modes.

Traffic congestion can be caused by a crush of commuters or eventgoers all going to or leaving the same small area at the same time. It can be caused by the funneling of cars from many freeways to the entrance of a bridge, or a growing population and fixed amount of roadway capacity. Whatever the context and reason, congestion charges work by signaling to drivers that there is a price to using their car in a crowded space at a crowded time. This encourages travelers to drive at different times, carpool, take transit, combine trips or forgo trips altogether.

The following recommendations would apply to vehicles of all kinds now and into the future — personal cars, autonomous vehicles, transportation network companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft, delivery trucks and more. These recommendations could be used alone or in combination to tackle congestion when and where it becomes a problem. Defining measurable goals — such as speeds buses and cars can travel in busy areas — is key for getting congestion pricing right. These recommendations call for using existing prices and infrastructure (parking, express lanes and bridge tolls) to better manage congestion, as well as trail-blazing policies such as congestion charging in downtown San Francisco and all-lane tolling where it may be needed in the decades to come.

Recommendation 8
Establish discounts for off-peak parking

Who’s responsible: Cities

Once daily parking charges are in place for all public spaces (Recommendation 1), parking rates can be discounted for drivers who show up or leave outside of rush hours. For example, cities could standardize a $2 discount for drivers entering garages and lots before 7 AM and/or leaving after 7 PM (for a maximum discount of $4 per day). Parking operators could continue to set their own rates while such discounts could be standardized across a city for simplicity and predictability for drivers. Cities could annually review the hours the discounts apply, the minimum length of stay required and the discount amount to ensure the prices are effectively minimizing congestion and that the policy is fair across parking providers.
Recommendation 9
Implement congestion pricing in downtown San Francisco

Who’s responsible: SFCTA, state legislators

Congestion charges have been put in place in central business districts around the world to manage traffic and to encourage alternatives to driving alone. They have achieved large reductions in vehicle trips, emissions and travel times, as summarized in Figure 10 below.

FIGURE 10
Downtown Congestion Charges Save People Time, Clean the Air and Generate Revenue

The five cities in this table have instituted congestion pricing policies. All except Singapore require motorists to pay a scheduled charge to enter a designated area. Singapore uses variable rates to dynamically mitigate congestion. Stockholm, London and Milan have additional regulations for more polluting cars, called low-emissions zones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STOCKHOLM</th>
<th>LONDON</th>
<th>SINGAPORE</th>
<th>MILAN</th>
<th>GOTHENBURG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle trip reduction</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>44% at onset (1974); 15% more with new technology (1998)</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ reduction</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time reduction</td>
<td>33% reduction in delays</td>
<td>30% reduction in delays</td>
<td>NA: Prices adjust to ensure consistent speeds</td>
<td>30% reduction in delays</td>
<td>10-20% faster speeds along corridors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net annual revenue</td>
<td>$150M</td>
<td>$230M</td>
<td>$100M</td>
<td>$20M</td>
<td>$90M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enacting a downtown congestion charge in San Francisco would allow policymakers to tackle congestion that persists even in a global pandemic and recession and that has gone unsolved despite innovative and deep investments in transit, bike and pedestrian infrastructure. Even the city’s transit-only lanes are clogged with traffic, lowering the value of these critical investments. There is simply not enough road space for all the drivers and their cars who want to be in downtown San Francisco at the same time. Part of this picture can be described with job numbers. No other Bay Area city comes close to the number or density of jobs: In 2017 San Francisco had over 715,000 jobs, while the next closest city had half that. In addition, the average commuter to San Francisco lives roughly 38 miles away. Because of this, congestion pricing in San Francisco is likely to have impacts far beyond its borders, including cleaner air and reduced travel times.

The SFCTA first released a comprehensive study of congestion pricing in 2010 and is studying congestion pricing again a decade later. The most promising design would charge drivers roughly $10 to enter the northwest quadrant of the city during rush hours. An exemption for drivers with very low incomes is being discussed, as is a 50% discount for those with low incomes and other discounts for people with disabilities, bridge toll payers and people who live in the priced area. While the SFCTA is also investigating how to implement discounts for drivers with low incomes, it is important to note that most people driving into San Francisco during peak times make

---

86 ibid.
over $100,000. In addition, the SFCTA is planning for a 20-25% increase in bus service as part of the policy and has stated a clear policy goal of using congestion pricing to achieve a goal of reducing traffic by 15% from 2019 levels. This kind of clarity allows for monitoring and adjusting the policy in periods when congestion is not a problem.

While the SFCTA’s final report and recommended next steps for congestion pricing are due in 2021, SPUR supports the implementation of congestion pricing. It is a sound way to tackle congestion and the loss of time, lives, safety, emissions and noise that come with it. In addition, the clarity of SFCTA’s goal as well as the equity focus can serve as examples for other cities pursuing congestion pricing.

**Recommendation 10**

Improve enforcement of occupancy and other rules in managed lanes

**Who’s responsible:** California Highway Patrol, Caltrans headquarters and District 4, MTC, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), Alameda County Transportation Authority (ACTC), Bay Area Toll Authority (BATA)

The Bay Area has invested millions of dollars and countless hours of expertise in designing, building and operating managed lanes. These include the region’s extensive express lane network that is partially operational now and will stretch over 600 miles when fully complete in 2035. Express lanes are dedicated lanes that bypass traffic. Carpools and transit can access them free of charge and solo drivers can pay to use them. Managed lanes also include unpriced high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. All managed lanes have the potential to save time for people who share rides. The last report on Bay Area managed lanes showed that while the region’s managed lanes hosted only 20% of vehicles on highways, they moved 33% of the people.

While our managed lanes are working to prioritize shared rides, and reduce congestion on highways, more work is needed to ensure the region is getting the most out of them, and that they meet their goal of being “free-flowing” at 45 miles per hour. This includes better enforcement of occupancy levels (that is, number of passengers), increasing occupancy levels if needed and reconsidering free access for clean air vehicles.

**Enforcement needs to be automated and privacy protections put in place**

The Bay Area is grappling with how to catch drivers who violate managed lanes rules. These are solo drivers who bypass traffic by using HOV lanes or use express lanes without paying tolls or having the minimum number of passengers. In the morning peak as many as 40% of vehicles crossing the Bay Bridge and going south on 280 in managed lanes are cheating. In more than a third of the managed lane segments measured, 25% of vehicles are violating rules during peak periods. Not only does this slow down the lanes, it erodes trust in the system and encourages more drivers to ignore the rules.

After additional patrol personnel did little to address violation rates, MTC ran pilots to test the use of

---


89 See: SFCTA, “Downtown Congestion Pricing.”

90 Other examples of local congestion pricing considerations in the Bay Area include East Palo Alto, where city councilmembers have discussed tolling University Avenue, a local chokepoint caused by people who neither live nor work in East Palo Alto but commute to tech campuses in Menlo Park. See: Emily Mibach, "East Palo Alto looking into making University Avenue a toll road," Daily Post, October 21, 2019, https://padailypost.com/2019/10/21/east-palo-alto-looking-into-making-university-avenue-a-toll-road/


cameras to automate enforcement. Much like traffic light cameras, these would snap pictures of cars and license plates and mail violators a ticket. The major concern with this technique has been privacy, as pictures that capture the number of people in the car would be needed. The cameras MTC is considering do not include face recognition software, and violation summaries and plate numbers could be sent from the cameras without images to protect privacy. Still, strong privacy protections would be needed, as once this kind of data exists it can be used for other purposes. In particular, with automated enforcement, Bay Area policymakers should be careful not to proliferate racial bias in any new enforcement techniques. They should adopt the ACLU’s recommended protections for the use of automated license plate readers (ALPR) by law enforcement.

**Summary of ACLU recommendations for law enforcement relying on ALPR**

- Law enforcement should not use data from ALPR to *generate* reasonable suspicions.
- Records should be stored for days or weeks, not longer.
- Flagging data to store longer must meet strict standards.
- Only law enforcement agents with appropriate training should be able to access ALPR data.
- Drivers should be able to request access and see ALPR data stored about them.
- Law enforcement should not share ALPR data with outside companies or agencies unless they adhere to the same rules.
- Officers using ALPR data for warrants need to adhere to fact checking plate numbers and working with dispatch to confirm vehicle occupants are the registered owners before taking further action.
- Any entity that uses ALPR data should have to publicly report usage once per year.

Better enforcement of managed lanes — enforcement that is automated to meet the level of violators in the system and that protects privacy and does not propel racial bias — is needed. Without it, Bay Area drivers will lose faith in the managed lane system, the reward for sharing rides will erode and our regional investment in a managed lane network will not deliver on its promise.

**Increasing occupancy if needed**

In some places, the minimum occupancy for managed lanes is two people, and in other areas, it is three. If, after better enforcement is in place, segments of the managed lanes are still congested the majority of the time, policymakers should consider upping the minimum. The focus should be on the performance of the lane as opposed to standardizing occupancy rules.

**Clean Air Vehicles**

Encouraging a move away from gasoline-powered cars is fundamental to solving climate change, and policies that grant clean air vehicles free access to managed lanes have been the single biggest reason for some to buy one. However, as clean air vehicles, including electric vehicles, make up a larger share of cars on the road, they can’t continue to be exempt from managed lane rules. In fact, tolling authorities in Santa Clara and Alameda Counties may soon sunset their free access in order to keep managed lanes flowing. This should continue as Bay

---


Area congestion management agencies (CMAs) find necessary. While CMAs can also consider having clean air vehicle drivers pay a discounted rate for express lanes, they should be mindful of the income disparities in their counties when designing rates, as clean air vehicles are often bought by higher-income households.

**Recommendation 11**
Adjust bridge tolls to manage congestion

*Who’s responsible: CMAs, MTC, BATA*

Across the Bay Area, eight tolled bridges link residents with job centers and connect counties. These bridges are massive investments in our connectedness. They also all have tolls going in one direction, all of which were originally set up to pay back the bondholders who financed the bridges. The tolls on the seven state-owned bridges (the Golden Gate Bridge is owned and operated separately) now also include charges that help fund seismic retrofits on the bridges and investments in transit projects throughout the region. BATA, housed within MTC, operates and maintains these tolls and the FasTrak electronic payment system drivers use to pay tolls.

Our bridges are both a current asset and a source of future transportation assets because of the revenue they generate in tolls. But they can be even more. The price signals sent by their tolls can shape how people travel, and the costs that their travel imposes on others.

For example, in 2010 when the general tolls on the Bay Bridge went up by $1 during rush hour and carpool tolls went from $0 to $2.50, travel times shrank by as much as 16 minutes in the approach to the toll plaza and the number of vehicles in the carpool lane dropped by 20%. Other studies found that peak hour crossings decreased and shifted earlier and later. The price signals and travel times created by bridge tolls help determine who travels across them, in what mode and when.

Because of this, there should be a regional framework for adjusting toll prices across the region, tied to defined goals around car congestion and the prioritization of transit and carpool. For simplicity, rates should adjust at only scheduled intervals (for example, every three months) and only within a defined dollar range. This approach could keep toll revenue predictable, manage bridge congestion and encourage shared modes and transit. Defining the congestion thresholds for rate adjustments, as well as the changes and schedule for adjustments, would require further analysis.

---


98 This is especially important as voters recently approved and courts recently upheld an increase in bridge tolls of $3 by 2035 to fund road and transit capital projects as well as ongoing transit operations. See: SPUR, “Measure 3 Bridge Toll: Bay Area Traffic Relief Plan,” https://www.spur.org/voter-guide/san-francisco-2018-06/measure-3-bridge-toll
**Recommendation 12**
Create strategies for all-lane tolling on critically congested highways with transit alternatives

*Who’s responsible: Caltrans, Federal Highway Administration, CMAs, MTC, BATA*

Certain corridors suffer from continual congestion during economic stability and growth, even though they are paralleled by meaningful passenger rail. These include I-101 and I-280 between San Francisco and San Jose, where Caltrain runs train service, and I-80 between the Bay Area and Sacramento, where Amtrak runs its Capital Corridor line. The reason more people don’t take the transit alternatives on these corridors is likely cost: a one-way ticket on Caltrain costs as much as $15 and as much as $29 on Amtrak.99 The transit trips are also more time consuming if the trip origin and/or destination are not very close to stations.

However, as the population continues to grow over the coming decades, our region faces the critical challenge of how to manage the capacity of these corridors. MTC’s modeling of potential future transportation investments finds that tolling is the most effective way to manage freeway congestion, and that without means based rates, it will worsen inequality.100 Highway congestion could also be monitored and rate adjustments made to ensure that the region charges as little as possible to manage capacity. These practices could help encourage carpooling, transit trips and off-peak travel. All of these changes could help people get to their destinations more quickly, reduce emissions and improve safety. Depending on the costs of new tolling infrastructure, enforcement and customer service, revenue could be left over to increase transit service in the corridor and improve connections between stations and the beginning and ending places of trips. It will be important to have means-based rates and to allocate a portion of net revenue for this.

There are very few examples of implementing all-lane tolling on existing roadways, and the legal pathway is complex. For example, federal law stipulates that new lanes added to a federal highway can be tolled and existing high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes can be tolled, but it is illegal to toll existing regular lanes.101 One potential legal avenue to all-lane tolling of existing roads can be seen in Oregon’s ongoing efforts to manage congestion in the Portland metro area with all-lane tolling on I-5 and I-205.102 The process for adding all-lane peak period tolling on these interstates takes many years and includes many steps. The legal part of the process involves getting approval from the Federal Highway Administration, which has special authority to approve interstate tolling under the Value Pricing Pilot Program.103

It is important to note that express lanes are planned along the peninsula corridor and I-80 between the Bay Area and Sacramento.104 These express lanes give high-occupancy vehicles free access and solo drivers paid access to drive in a free-flowing lane during congested times. They will give drivers the option to pay or not and will familiarize more people with the idea of highway user charges. In addition, in the years to come, express lanes may not always be able to address the overall level of congestion in these corridors. All-lane tolling is the next step to decongest freeways and give people back time, cleaner air and improved road safety.

---

99 These prices assume a six-zone, adult, paper fare on Caltrain and a one-way ticket from Sacramento to Emeryville or Jack London Square in Oakland.
101 US Code Title 23 on Highways, sections 129 and 166 respectively, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/23
Strategy 4
Establish Pay-As-You-Go Road User Charges

Under road user charges (RUCs), drivers pay a penny or two for each mile they drive. RUCs are typically seen as a replacement for the gas tax as opposed to an additional charge on driving. They work by tallying the amount of miles per driver, in either low-tech options like manual odometer readings or high-tech options like smartphone apps or telematics (in-car devices that track and transmit data about car use or maintenance needs). These tallies are then reported to a billing agency that handles collections and deposits revenue into funds to be spent later.

RUCs are promising replacements to the gas taxes that drivers pay each time they fill up their tank, and have been piloted in nine states, including California. In fact, coordination and peer exchange on RUCs is taking place through both the Western Road User Charge Consortium (13 states in the West) and the I-95 Corridor Coalition (every state along the Eastern Seaboard). Oregon and New Zealand currently have active RUCs for passenger cars, and Germany, Austria and Switzerland have RUCs for trucks. Our region and state should continue to help develop and implement RUCs as a replacement to our state and local gas taxes for many reasons.

Reasons to develop and implement road user charges (RUCs):

**RUCs can provide sustainable road revenue for all kinds of modes.** Replacing gas taxes with RUCs has gained attention across the US as passenger vehicles have become more fuel efficient and use less gasoline, meaning dwindling gas tax revenue (see Figure 5). In California and especially the Bay Area, adoption of electric and hybrid cars is high, making the funding challenge even starker. Even with the 2017 gas tax increase, the state still faces funding shortfalls as we meet California’s ambitious vehicle decarbonization goals. We need to fundamentally change the way we fund roads across the region and state.

**Other gas tax replacements are problematic.** Without a switch to RUCs, we will find ourselves at odds with other policy goals. For example, state policymakers approved an additional registration fee for electric and other zero emission vehicles as part of SB 1, even though the state subsidizes the purchase of such vehicles to advance public health and climate goals. Some estimate that the new fees may reduce the sales of less-polluting vehicles by as much as 20%, and such one-time fees are particularly hard for households on tighter budgets. Local governments will have to pass sales taxes to repair and maintain roads, even though some people who pay sales taxes don’t drive at all. Because there is a limit to how much revenue cities and counties can raise through sales taxes, it will pressure policymakers and residents to choose between roads and other public goods like affordable housing and educational facilities.

**RUCs send the right signal to drivers.** RUCs are uniquely suited to charge drivers only for the driving they do, and to save them money on the driving they don’t do. This gives the right incentive to drivers because the more driving everyone does, the worse it is for others in the form of traffic, noise, emissions...
and safety threats. Simulations of a 3.3 cent per mile RUC in Nevada predicted a 3 to 4% decrease in vehicle miles traveled (VMT), while a much bigger RUC of almost 15 cents per mile reduced VMT in a DC metro simulation by 19%, mostly through mode shift to transit. Lowering VMT also carries the added benefit of reducing the road wear and the cost of repairing roads. Importantly, for RUCs to help shift behavior and encourage less driving, the prices paid will need to be visible to drivers each day, or even each trip.

**RUCs could support other policies.** RUCs apply to any public road at any time and can be adapted to meet different policy goals. This could provide a flexible and adaptive policy tool unlike any we have today. For example, the baseline rate of an RUC can be discounted for lower-income drivers. Discounts could also be offered for lighter, cleaner vehicles to help improve health outcomes in neighborhoods near freeways and busy roads. If enough people use location-aware technology, local jurisdictions can levy mileage-based charges to meet policy goals like decongesting busy downtowns. For future AVs, RUCs should be used to help ensure such technological changes don’t leave us with worse congestion and poorer air quality and equity outcomes in the decades to come.

As long as charges are visible to drivers, RUCs show tremendous potential to help policymakers reduce overall VMT — and the emissions, fatalities and traffic that come with it — as well as to more equitably fund roads and advance transportation pricing platforms. However, even in their simplest form, RUCs will take sustained work to develop and implement. To pair RUCs with other policies such as local congestion charges will require additional effort. Thankfully, the California Road Charge pilot, recently conducted with more than 5,000 drivers, clarifies sticking points and offers a stepping stone to the next phase of RUC development. Figure 11 summarizes some of the key challenges and possible solutions to RUC development that arose from the pilot.
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Figure 11. Key Challenges to Road User Charge Implementation and Potential Solutions

This table summarizes key challenges and possible solutions to RUC development identified through the California Road Charge Pilot.112

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY CHALLENGE</th>
<th>POTENTIAL SOLUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privacy and data need protection. While data on miles driven in different places can be anonymized and protected, additional privacy protections and data security measures are needed. Drivers need to have confidence in these systems.</td>
<td>Drivers should have the option to choose reporting methods that do not track their location. Laws that establish RUCs can also mandate legal protection for personal information, and can codify drivers’ privacy rights. For data security, financial-grade protections such as authorization, authentication and encryption should be employed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUCS are administratively complex and expensive to operate. The state gas tax is currently levied at a handful of gas distributors, which then pass it on to drivers at the pump. Collecting it from distributors costs less than 1% of gas tax revenue. An RUC would require billing for the state’s 27 million drivers113 and is estimated to cost 5-10% of revenues (though that could decrease over time).</td>
<td>To save costs, state transportation agencies can certify private companies to handle driver billing and customer service. This costs less because companies specialize in customer service and value-added products and are well suited to scale to millions of users. Allowing an open market for such commercial partners will encourage competition and lower costs. Lastly, smartphone apps and in-car technology to automate billing would cost less than mailing bills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding local policies to RUCs will require planning. Counties and cities may want to add mileage- or location-based charges over time, a key potential benefit of RUCs. But this will require many kinds of coordination, as well as piloting, testing and iteration.</td>
<td>The state legislature will need to codify how local governments can adjust RUC rates to serve policy goals like congestion pricing, as well as ensure that the statewide RUC has an open payment platform and flexible technology options that can enable such partnerships. Metropolitan planning organizations could serve as a coordinating body to harmonize state and local prices within the RUC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance and enforcement are untested. The California pilot used mock payments and did not test enforcement. Some drivers may tamper with odometer readings, plug-in devices in car computers or even telematics.</td>
<td>Further piloting and testing is needed to identify, design and test suitable enforcement strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using revenues to address equity will take work. Some people are concerned that RUCs penalize rural drivers, long-distance commuters and drivers with lower incomes. Community groups and policymakers will have to navigate what discounts would be equitable and fair to address these concerns.</td>
<td>Foregrounding equity in pricing policies and discount decisions is essential. Research for the California pilot found that rural and lower-income drivers often drive less fuel-efficient cars and thus already pay a higher share of gas tax. Ensuring lower RUC rates for drivers with less means would be better, as would further engagement with drivers of different race/ethnicity, income, ability and geographic backgrounds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommendation 13
Pass statewide legislation to further study, pilot and phase in road user charges to replace the state gas tax

Who’s responsible: State legislators, California Transportation Commission, California State Transportation Agency, Caltrans, Department of Motor Vehicles, California Highway Patrol
In order to advance the promising work done in the California Road Charge Pilot, create stable funding for our transportation infrastructure into the future and eventually streamline all pricing policies into a single RUC platform, Bay Area advocates should design and push for state legislation that enables further work on RUCs.

The legislation should have at least the following elements (many of these points are based on the findings in the California Road Charge Pilot Program Final Report):


Establish an organizational structure. The legislation should enable the Road Charge Technical Advisory Committee (TAC),\textsuperscript{114} in consultation with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) and the California State Transportation Agency (CalSTA) to finalize a model for how various state agencies work together to administer the various aspects of a RUC — from the management of third party vendors that provide billing and customer service to drivers to enforcement, the managing of revenue funds and more.

Standardize data collection and privacy protections. The legislation should also task the Road Charge TAC in consultation with Caltrans and CalSTA with coming up with a standardized method for collecting data on how many miles drivers went and where, as well as the transfer of data from vehicles and smart phone apps to third party billing and payment processing agents. As part of this, it should also include strong personal data privacy and data security provisions, including any applicable recommendations forwarded by the ACLU in Recommendation 11.

Require that new cars have RUC-ready technology. The legislation should also include a requirement that for a future model year, all vehicles sold in California have a minimum level of telematics technology that could be linked to a future RUC. This would bring down the RUC administration cost over time as the statewide fleet eventually turns over. The exact type of telematics technology should be flexible. Lawmakers should establish a technology advisory group to ensure that technology standards allow for adaptable hardware, software and protocols over time. In addition, even with telematics in vehicles, drivers should still be able to opt out of using them to comply with the RUC.

Allow volunteers to pay the RUC before a mandatory roll-out. To begin the transition to RUCs, the statewide legislation should also create the opportunity for any driver to voluntarily pay an RUC in lieu of the gas tax, the same way that Oregon does through its OReGo program. This can help administrators further test and refine mileage tracking, billing, payment and enforcement systems before any mandatory roll-out, especially as the pilot did not use real payments or test enforcement. After a voluntary program is in place, advocates should engage key stakeholders, including elected officials, drivers from marginalized communities and long-distance drivers, to be early volunteers.\textsuperscript{115} The legislation should establish a process to gather feedback from these and other volunteers to inform ongoing policy design.

Replace registration fees for zero-emissions vehicles with an RUC. Replacing annual registration fees for zero-emissions vehicles (ZEVs) with an RUC can serve as another controlled way to scale RUC adoption as well as remove an annual fee that is likely a deterrent to ZEV purchases.\textsuperscript{116}

Commission a study on how to phase in mandatory RUCs. The legislation should also commission a study to advise on a schedule for transitioning more of California’s cars away from the gas tax and onto the RUC. For example, newer cars could be required to pay the RUC, as could cars over a certain fuel economy, cars over a certain weight, or a combination of these. In addition, the study should model

\textsuperscript{114} The Road Charge TAC was created by state law (SB 1077 in 2014 and SB 1328 in 2017) and is a committee of industry experts. The TAC functions much like a sub-committee of the California Transportation Commission.


\textsuperscript{116} Alan Jenn, “Assessing Alternatives to California’s Electric Vehicle Registration Fee”
the revenue implications of different per-mile RUC rates for each phase-in scenario, as well as the cost implications of each scenario for different populations including drivers with low incomes, drivers in disadvantaged communities, rural drivers and drivers of different abilities. Interviews and outreach to such populations should also be included.

**Allow for pilots to coordinate RUCs with other pricing policies.** The legislation should allow for pilots that combine RUCs and other tolls into one payment platform for users. This would mean offering users phone-based or in-car software that streamlines payments, as well as working out the back-end systems for collecting and reallocating revenue back to the state (for RUC charges) and local jurisdictions (for bridge and other tolls and parking).

---

**Strategy 5**

**Pioneer New Pricing Policies and an Interoperable Payment Platform**

Prices have the power to communicate a powerful message. The previous recommendations focus on the ways pricing can limit drive-alone trips across different geographies, with different kinds of infrastructure and parking amenities and at different times. These next recommendations highlight two additional opportunities — to use pricing to discourage driving during our region’s most polluted days, and as part of an interoperable platform where the relative pricing of driving and its alternatives can help shape the modes people choose.

**Recommendation 14**

**Link Spare the Air days to regional pricing policies**

*Who’s responsible:* BAAQMD, BATA, state legislators

BAAQMD alerts the public when its forecasts predict unhealthy air, the most extreme examples of which have happened in the past few years during wildfire season. On these “Spare the Air” days people are advised to drive less and avoid wood burning and other polluting activities. While some heed the advice, we could go further to ensure that all people, and especially those with heart and lung disease, are better protected on unhealthy air days. Parking or bridge tolls should increase throughout the region on these days in the near term. If and when a per-mile RUC is in place, the Spare the Air surcharge could instead be rolled into it. The RUC would ultimately be a good price to increase because it will address all miles traveled for all types of vehicles. However, zero emission vehicles could be exempt from any Spare the Air charges, and such charges could be withheld if wildfires prompt evacuations in the region.
Recommendation 15
Create an interoperable payment platform that travelers can use across all modes

Who: MTC, BATA, Clipper Executive Board, CMAs, CalSTA

In the Bay Area, any one person may be a driver on Sunday, a transit rider on Monday and a pedestrian on Tuesday. Or they could be all three in one day, or even one trip. But this reality is not reflected in the way travelers pay for different trips. For example, FasTrak, an electronic payment device, can be used only on tolls in cars. Clipper, the Bay Area’s electronic card payment system, can be used on transit, bikeshare and for parking at San Francisco Airport. Hailing a ride in Lyft and Uber requires payment by app. Cash and credit cards can be used in varying places. Checking and managing payments or balances on any of these requires logging in separately to various accounts.

Not only is this inconvenient, it makes it hard to understand the cost of a single trip by car (e.g. RUC payment plus parking and any tolls) or its alternatives (e.g. bus to train), as well as the difference between them. Pricing that aims to reduce drive-alone trips is most effective when the cost for each trip option is legible in a comparable way. A single, interoperable payment system across all forms of transportation could help. Such an interoperable payment platform is often called Mobility as a Service (MaaS). It’s a software-based platform that gives travelers a single place to view all manner of transportation charges and fares, and plan, book, and pay for trips in a few clicks. It also has an “open” back-end that allows software developers to make easy-to-use apps and websites and banks, transit agencies and other transportation providers to receive payments for the portions of a trip they provide.

MaaS can help support pricing policies and encourage people to take alternatives to driving alone in additional ways. For example, it would make trips that involve transit transfers or transfers across modes more seamless for travelers. It could also help launch business ideas that require open payment software and that provide alternatives to driving alone. It could help people track and optimize their travel choices. In addition, interoperable pricing platforms allow policymakers to reward travelers with retail gift cards, loyalty points and other perks for choosing non-drive-alone options that are better for all of us. In other words, they allow for software-based TDM tools that would be easier and cheaper to scale across millions of people. An open payment platform is also foundational to being able to offer low-income households standardized subsidies or discounts across all modes in a cost-effective way — a move that could go a long way toward promoting equity.

An integrated transportation payment system requires toll authorities, transit agencies and others to receive payment differently than they do today. Payments made through a single platform will have to be routed to the proper agencies and companies quickly and reliably. This will be a big change, but it is fundamental for better mobility, more transparent transportation pricing, rewards and subsidies across modes, promoting affordability for people with low incomes and reducing the administrative costs of key pricing policies.

Creating a single payment platform would require the following components:

Develop a framework and strategy to guide the development of MaaS. MTC, the Clipper Executive Board and CalSTA would need to regularly bring together BATA, transit agencies and various companies across the private sector to work through where and how to develop MaaS and payment integration. The public sector’s key role in developing successful MaaS platforms is to convene all of the transportation actors.

117 This recommendation borrows powerful ideas and builds off of SPUR’s existing policies in Seamless Transit, and Solving the Bay Area’s Fare Policy Problem.
**Launch MaaS pilots.** The government’s role in launching pilots is to set guidelines and goals for the development of MaaS, and then solicit technology ideas from the private sector. Such pilots will enable policymakers to understand the regulations, protocols and technologies needed for MaaS, and for transit agencies, parking vendors and other transportation providers to better understand customer needs.

**Steward the development of a digital platform.** Mobility as a service requires a digital platform that combines trip planning, reserving rides, purchasing and payments across all public and private transportation modes. MTC should own a single platform and link it to Clipper and FasTrak. They should govern the rules and policies of the platform, including that travelers get clear notifications about the total cost of each trip option in a comparable way, every time they travel. At the same time, the platform would need to be made accessible to software developers and banks with open APIs. This would enable private sector innovation and increase the likelihood of user-friendly apps and websites. Such an open payment platform could also save costs on administering pricing policies by streamlining technology and electronic payments operations and customer service.¹¹⁸ From a traveler’s perspective, all travel accounts would be combined — Clipper, FasTrak, a future RUC and more. Travelers would have a one-stop website and app to check all travel transactions. They would also have the ability to use a single payment card for every possible trip, including the one-tap bank cards that they may already use or may be popular with visitors. People without bank accounts could use their Clipper card on all transportation services by adding cash to their account at popular retailers such as mini-marts, pharmacies and grocery stores.

Conclusion

A People-First Future

Policymakers, drivers and communities across the Bay Area can decide to keep living with the many costs that driving alone brings — congestion and lost time, emissions, safety risks, noise, unsustainable revenues for basic infrastructure and heart and lung disease, particularly for our most vulnerable. All should look anew at how the cost of driving helps make this our status quo. Pricing policies have the potential to flip the script — as long as they are co-created with communities and mitigate inequities. Instead of giving cars free access to roads, pricing policies help guarantee free clean air to kids growing up near freeways, reliable commutes and more time at the end of the day, a more stable climate with fewer hazardous floods and fires, and quieter and safer streets. The investment in this future will require enduring political leadership and a combination of new parking policies, downtown area charges, toll adjustments, a replacement of the gas tax with a road user charge and open platforms for all types of transportation payments. It will require policymakers and administrators to reconcile pricing policies that don’t serve this future. It will also require getting beyond policy silos and working across agencies and functions for this shared future. It will be a lot of work, but a future that values people over cars is well worth it.
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